
THE POSITIVE FEMALE CHARACTER OF DIANA CHRISTENSEN IN

SIDNEY LUMETS FILM NETWORK

In Sidney Lumet's film Network, Diana Christensen (Faye Dunaway) is a a time where there were not many positive
female characters displayed on film.

She probably was paid off a few times with bit roles in tv series episodes, eventually piling up enough brownie
points to get a low-level programming job in the last-place network. It became a "dark satire about an unstable
news anchor and a broadcasting company and a viewing public all too happy to follow him over the brink of
sanity. Beatty is able to play this character like he was playing Shakespeare, which is exactly what Lumet and
Chayefsky wanted. Pretty damn impressive and ahead of its time. Did you find something inaccurate,
misleading, abusive, or otherwise problematic in this essay example? You even shatter the sensations of time
and space into split seconds and instant replays. In the thick of women's liberation, whereby a woman wanted
to be just like a man, this movie portrayed how being just like a man had it's drawbacks!! And nope, we don't
source our examples from our editing service! Diana approaches Laureen as she does Max: with dollar signs in
her eyes and her sights set on success, and the two cynics fast build up a rapport, striking a deal giving the
Party a slot the weekly show in exchange for footage of a terrorist group known as the Ecumenical Liberation
Army. An incident was determined traumatic or not traumatic by it's lucrative marketability potential!! Let us
know! Finch, an actor of considerable prominence, reportedly responded, "Bugger pride. You know how
looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? Uncover new sources
by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and arguments or
counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more information on how
to use and how not to use our library. All of life is reduced to the common rubble of banality. She keeps her
distance, maintaining only a statistical interest in his ramblings, his worth to her limited to that defined by
HUT and Nielsen. Who wrote this essay? And just like that, the face of communism is tempted into
capitalistic puppetry, growing fixated on ratings, distribution costs, and audience shares. For more information
on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. I wish there could be a movie of this
caliber made again!! Stewart also found the script unsuitable, objecting to the strong language.


